You are an enthusiastic professional with excellent soft skills looking to prove these whilst working for one of the
leading providers for Direct Carrier Billing? Take a leap and experience how a mobile device turns into a progressive
payment instrument for online and physical goods, such as e-publishing, video on demand, online gaming, digital
music or ticketing. Direct Carrier Billing meanwhile ranks as the top number three payment option at Facebook and
is a vital and irreplaceable part of today’s mobile payment landscape.
DIMOCO Carrier Billing is a regulated payment institute, holds a payment services act license granted by the
Austrian Financial Market Authority and enables over 1.5 billion people to purchase goods and services from content
providers through their mobile devices.
Our international team, shaped by 20+ nationalities, offers space to add your personal note, combined with direct
responsibility and ownership of your projects. Flexible working hours support your work live balance. You are just
the person we are looking for if you want to become a vital part of our young, motivated and entrepreneurial team
in a modern environment!
Due to the growing demands of our services we are now recruiting for a

Software Developer (f/m)
- Test Automation Your mission:
As a software developer, you have a direct influence on the quality of the software we develop, which is the basis
for our commercial success. Due to your gathered years of experience in the JAVA area, you have already
developed a comprehensive understanding of JAVA functionalities and thus have the opportunity to actively shape
the mobile future as a developer. You will also make a significant contribution to the further development of the inhouse test automation framework. You appreciate short decision paths, a dynamic environment, technical
challenges and would like to further develop your skills? Then we would like to get to know you!

What you will do in your new role:







Develop our Grails/Groovy based application in the area of test automation
You will be trusted with new and further developement of modules and drivers
Be creative and innovative when implementing our testing landscape (e.g.. Microservices, PostgreSQL)
Be part of our active team fort he establishment of modern, agile sofware processes (Scrum,…)
Partial assumption of tasks in the field of test design
Deployment and operation of the test framework

Your expertise includes:







You have several years of professional experience in the field of JAVA or Grails/Groovy Development.
Experience in the field of testing is an advantage
Ideally, you will also find your way around in other build environments/tools (Bamboo, Sonar,...) and bring
along know-how with agile process models (Scrum).
A technical education and very good English skills top off your personality
You work very independently with a clear view of solutions and results
Furthermore, you will convince through your cooperative, team-oriented way of working with openness for
new ideas, high quality standards and service orientation

DIMOCO’s promise:









International development opportunities in the growing and trend-setting mobile payment industry
We support you: You will receive comprehensive training on our products and systems in special designed
onboarding workshops, as well as a DIMOCO Buddy as an entry aid
At DIMOCO we attach great importance to further training (e.g. Udemy accesses)
An extremely good working atmosphere - team spirit, passion and collegiality characterise our company
Flexible working hours
Employee events
Modern office located on campus 21 (Brunn am Gebirge) with free shuttle bus from and to Vienna
An annual gross salary starting with € 45.000,- with the willingness to overpay depending on professional
experience and qualification.

One application – a billion opportunities!
We look forward to receiving your online application: https://dimoco.eu/contact-form-career/

DIMOCO Research Center GmbH
Cornelia Wallner
Human Resources Manager
Campus 21, Europaring F15/302
A-2345 Brunn/Gebirge
T: 0043-1-33 66 888-0
W: https://dimoco.eu/career

